ON ALGEBRAS OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
JOHN WERMER1

Let C denote the algebra of functions continuous on the unit
circle. With norm ||/¡| =sup¡xi-i \f(X)\, C is a Banach algebra. Let A
denote the set of all / in C which are boundary values of functions
analytic in \z\ <1 and continuous in \z\ ál. A is then a closed subalgebra of C, and by known results A consists of those and only

those/ in C for which /|X|-l/(X)XBdX= 0, «^0.
In [l ] the question was raised whether if <p(X) is any function in
C and not in A, the closed algebra generated by </>and A is all of C.
It was shown in [l ] that if (¡>is real or if <j>satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then the algebra generated by A and <b does equal C. In the
following theorem the question is answered in the affirmative.

Theorem

1. If A' is any closed subalgebra of C which includes A,

then either A'=A or A' = C.
Our proof does not make use of the results of [l]. Our chief tool is

the following known theorem (see [2, pp. 19-21 ; 3, p. 162]). Let dp(k)
be a complex-valued measure on the circle such that f\\\=i\ndp(k) =0,
tt^O. Then there exists a function h(z) analytic in \z\ <1 with the
following properties: A(ew)=limr_1 h(rea) exists for almost all 6 and

is summable on [0, 2tt] and linw

fol'\h(reiS)-h(ei>)\dd = 0 and

dtiÇK)=h(K)d\,i.e. if / is in C, /ixi-*f(X)d/i(X)
=/|X|-i/(X)Ä(X)dX.
For a
given 0, moreover,

h(z) approaches

h(eu) along any nontangential

path.
Proof

of Theorem

1. Suppose A' ?* C. Let <f>(K)
be any function in

A'. We claim that <bis in A.
For since A' is a proper closed subspace of C, there exists a linear
functional on C which is not null but which annihilates every / in
A' and which hence annihilates
every function \n<pm(\) with n,m^0.
By the representation
of linear functionals on C, there thus exists a

complex measure dp(\) with
/\"<bm(\)dß(\)

= 0,

», m â 0.
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In particular, for m = 0, we get /|xi_iXnd/i(X) = 0. As we noted, this
implies the existence of an analytic function h(z) with dp(K) = h(\)d\.
Fix now m and consider the measure <£m(X)&(X)dXon |\| =1. This
measure annihilates X" forn ^ 0 and by the same theorem there exists
an analytic

function

7m(z) with <pm(k)h(k) =ymÇK).

Set now 7i(X)=g(X).

Then gm(K)=<pm(\)hm(\) = hm~1ÇK)ym(K)for

|X| =1. But A"-1«7m and gm are analytic functions and since their
(nontangential)
boundary values are equal almost everywhere, the
functions themselves are equal, i.e. gm(z) = Am_1(z)7m(z) for \z\ <1.

The last statement follows at once from a theorem of Priwaloff [4]
which asserts that if an analytic function has nontangential boundary
values on |X| =1 vanishing on a set of positive measure, then the
function vanishes identically.
We now assert that if h has a zero of order p at a, \a\ < 1, then g
has at a a zero of order q^p.

For since gm(z) =hm~x(z)ym(z) and y„

is analytic at a, we have mq^(m —l)p. Since this holds for arbitrarily large m, we get q^p as asserted. The function g(z)/h(z) is
then analytic in \z\ <1. Also, this function has <b(ea) as boundary
value a.e. Thus for any <bin A' there exists a function <3?(z)analytic
in |z| <1 and taking <¡>(ea)as (nontangential)
boundary value a.e.
By Priwaloff's theorem, then, <f>determines i> uniquely. If <¡>x,
faEA'
and $>i, $2 take boundary values <pxand #2 respectively, then í>i-í>2
is the unique analytic function with boundary value <f>xq>i,and
similarly for f>i+$2. Fix now z0, |z0| <1. The mapping <¡>—>i»(z0)
is
thus a multiplicative linear functional defined on the Banach algebra
A'. Hence \$(zo) \ ^|M|- Since z0 was arbitrary, each <ï>(z)is bounded

in \z\ <1.
Take now any <p in A' and let 3> be the corresponding analytic
function. Then the functions <Pr(0)=i>(rei9) are uniformly bounded as
r approaches
1. Also <p(ea) = limr~x <&r(0) a.e. Hence /|xi-iXn<£(X)¿A
= limr_i /,xi_XB<i'(X)áX= 0, n^O.
Hence <pis in A, and the theorem is proved.
It is of interest to note the following concerning the proof we have
given: In order that a function <p(\) in C belong to A it is not sufficient that there exist a function $(z) analytic in \z\ < 1 and with nontangential
boundary
values
equal
to <p(eie) a.e. Let <£(z)
= (i _z)g(i+*>/u-.). Then liirw« *(z) = (l-ew)eicotw/2) =0(0) a.e. Now
<p(6)is in C, and 3>(z)is even the quotient of two bounded analytic func-

tions. Still 0(0) is not in A.
Theorem

2. Let B be any closed subalgebra of C which contains one

function 0(X) such that 0(Xi)=</>(Xî)
implies Xi=Xj. Then if B' is any
closed subalgebra of C which includes B, either B' = B or B' = C.
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Proof. Let T be the simple closed Jordan curve which is the image
of the unit circle under the function <f>(\). Let y(z) be the function
which maps the interior of the unit circle conformally on the interior
of T. Then y is continuous and one-to-one up to the boundary and
so the map: X into y(X) is a homeomorphism of the circle |X| =1 on
T. Let us now define the following mapping r of C into C: If /(X) is
in C, x/(X) =/(0_1y(X)). Clearly r is an isomorphism of C onto itself.
Further t<¡>(\) =y(X) and so tB, the image of B under r, includes
y(X). Since polynomials in y(X) are dense in A, tB includes A. Let
now B' include B. Then tB' includes tB and hence tB' includes A.

By Theorem 1, then, either tB' = C or tB'=A.
5' = C, since r is an automorphism.

tB and so tB'=tB.

If tB' = C, then

If r.B'= .4, then rB' is included in

Hence B' = B. q.e.d.

Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2, since A contains the function <£(X)=X. As a corollary of Theorem 1, we also obtain the following result due to Rudin [5]: Let M be an algebra of functions continuous in the closed disk \z\ ¡£1. Suppose every F in M attains the
maximum of its modulus on the boundary \z\ = 1. Then if one schlicht
analytic function belongs to M, every F in M is analytic in \z\ <1.
Proof. Let M be the closure of M in the sense of uniform approximation on \z\ Jjl. Since M contains one schlicht function, M
contains all analytic functions continuous in |z| ^1. Also M is an

algebra and if F is in M, \F(z)\ gsup|X|-i |P(X)| for all z, \z\ gl.
Let A' be the restriction of M to \z\ =1. Then A' is a subalgebra
of C and A ' is closed since M is closed and also for any sequence /„
in A', sup|2|S1 |/„(z) -fm(z) | ^supixi=i |/»(X)-/m(X) |. Suppose A'
= C. Then the functional which assigns to each f in C the number
F(0), where F is the unique function in M with boundary value/, is a
multiplicative
functional on C and so must equal /(X0) for some

Xo, | Xoj =1. Thus for all F in M, P(0) = F(X0), which is false since
F(X) =X is in M. Thus A VG\_
Now A' includes A, since M contains all analytic functions continuous in \z\ ¿1. By Theorem 1, then, A'=A, and so if F is in M

there exists Pi analytic with Fi(X) = F(X) if |X| =1. Since Pi belongs
to M, it follows that Pi(z) = P(z) for all z, \z\ gl. q.e.d.
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SOLUTION OF BERNSTEIN'S APPROXIMATION PROBLEM1
HARRY POLLARD

In his famous monograph on approximation
theory [2], S. Bernstein initiated the study of the closure properties of sets of functions
{unK(u)}ô on the real line. It is supposed that K(u) is continuous
on (— », co) and that unK(u) vanishes at u= ± 00 for each value of
n. The problem is to decide when the set {unK(u)} is fundamental in
the space Co of functions continuous on (—°o, »), vanishing at
+ », and normed by ||/|| =max \f(u) \. So far no necessary and sufficient conditions have been given. A recent paper of Carleson [3] reviews most of the known results, but the paper [l] which seems to
come closest to the true conditions has been overlooked.
It is the purpose of this note to give a complete solution. It applies
to either real- or complex-valued functions and may be read either
way.

Theorem.
In order that {unK(u)}ô
necessary and sufficient that
(1)

K(u)

5¿ 0,

*>log I Kiu)I
/

-du

»

be fundamental

-oo<M<co;
=

lim pn(u)K(u)

= 1;

— 00 ;

\ + u2

and that there exists a sequence of polynomials
(3)

in Co it is

pn such that

| pH(u)K(u) \úC,

-«<«<«>.

n—»00

1. The necessity. The necessity of (1) is obvious and of (2) is well
known [l; 3]. To prove the necessity of the remaining conditions let
0„(w) denote the continuous function which is unity on (—n, n),
vanishes outside ( —« —1, » + 1), and is linear in the remaining inPresented to the Society, April 25, 1953; received by the editors April 2, 1953.
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